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Staying on the Track
Equity Markets
 
After a very robust first half of the year, North American equity markets continued to post gains in the third quarter, 
with the domestic S&P/TSX Composite index rising 2.5% and the S&P 500 index adding 3.0% in Canadian dollar 
terms, bringing returns to 19.1% and 16.9% year-to-date, respectively. In comparison, the MSCI EAFE index trod water, 
rising a slight 0.2% reflecting slower economic output in Europe and Asia, and resulting in a year-to-date gain of 9.4%.  
These results were produced as investors largely shook off a litany of unsettling news flow from commodity, political, 
and economic arenas. Notable events in the quarter included a drone attack on a major Saudi petrochemical facility, 
the prorogation of the British parliament in an effort to push Brexit to a conclusion, ongoing scuttlebutt regarding the 
unresolved US and China trade dispute, and recent efforts to impeach the US President. 

One outcome of these rising uncertainties was that demand improved for steady dividend-paying stocks, leading to 
better returns from the Consumer Staples, Communication Services, Real Estate, and Utilities sectors in all markets. In 
contrast, more cyclical businesses in the Energy, Materials, and Industrials sectors experienced price declines, with the 
notable exception of gold stocks – more influential in the Canadian market than elsewhere – where price strength reflected 
resurgent demand for bullion. Health Care stocks also stood out for their weakness, although for varying reasons, falling 
in the US as “Medicare for All” Democratic candidates such as Elizabeth Warren gained in polls, and in Canada as the 
prior euphoria over cannabis legislation receded slightly with some disappointing financial results. Rather amazingly, the 
Canadian Health Care sector was up nearly 35.0% at the halfway mark of 2019, and just three months later is now down 
5.7% for the year, a rapid reversal.

In fact, the weakness in the Health Care sector makes it the only group in Canada reporting price declines for 2019 thus 
far. Of the ten other sectors, all except the Communication Services sector are up at least 8.4% year-to-date, with a 47.7% 
rise for domestic Information Technology stocks leading the way. In the US, all eleven sectors are now positive for the year, 
with Energy and Health Care standing out for somewhat pedestrian gains, and the other nine groups all rising over 15.0%, 
again led by some sparkling performance in Information Technology. Only in the EAFE region has performance been less 
uniformly robust, with the Energy, Communication Services, Financials and Materials sectors all either down in value or 
only up moderately this year.   
 
Fixed Income Markets
 
Canadian government bonds and investment-grade bonds returned 1.2% and 1.1% respectively in the third quarter, and 
high yield bonds returned 2.0%. The bond performance continued to contribute positively to balanced portfolios, with 
year-to-date performance in the 7% to 8% range. 
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Both Canadian and US Treasury yield curves were subject to headline and event sensitivity in the third quarter. The Bank 
of Canada held their benchmark overnight rate at 1.75% through the period, making it an outlier, as many large central 
banks around the globe took benchmark rates lower. The US Federal Reserve reduced its overnight lending rate twice in 
the quarter, taking the rate from 2.5% down to 2.0% in late September, under political pressure alongside growing concerns 
about trade headwinds and tariff impacts on the global economy.  

The Canadian government yield curve has inverted, with bonds under one year in term offering the highest all-in yields of 
1.8%, and bonds due in 5, 10, and 30 years offering yields in the 1.4% to 1.5% range. The US Treasury yield curve remains 
mildly inverted, with overnight T-bills offering a yield of 1.8%, 5-year bonds trading at 1.5%, and the 30-year bond offered 
at 2.1%.   

Fixed income markets will remain sensitive to headlines and events in the near-term, as markets continue to shift the tone 
from risk-on to risk-off and back again.      
 
Commentary
 
The last three months (much like the twelve months that preceded them) have provided a great example of the benefits of 
blocking out the noise in the market. Portfolios holding virtually any asset class turned in another quarter of gains, with 
interest rates touching lows again, while broad gauges of stocks once again tested their all-time highs despite these factors:  

• the escalation, de-escalation and re-escalation of trade tensions, 
• the marked shift in the direction of monetary policy around the globe, 
• yield curve dynamics, 
• increased geopolitical tensions, 
• heightened domestic political uncertainties across a growing swath of major economies,
• more than half of the G7 economies now finding themselves with potential for abrupt changes in leadership in the   
 coming months, and
• a recent string of failed IPOs among other market-moving headlines.

For sure, the laundry list of concerns has meant the gains were not in anything resembling a straight line as equity markets 
and global bond yields fluctuated sharply through the period. That said, the growing abundance of risks have not yet 
materialized into a shock sufficient enough to knock the economic expansion off its rails, and the underlying trends of 
persistent, if unspectacular, consumer-driven growth amid benign inflationary pressures have continued to underpin 
positive overall market performance.

This again serves as a reminder that the actual fundamental drivers of a company (and the economy in which it operates) 
change nowhere near as frequently as its stock and bond prices. The vast majority of the news flow entering the fray is 
nothing more than noise, with no actual bearing on the longer-term outlook. As such, reactions to headlines (both negative 
and positive) in the short-run typically prove to be detrimental to investment performance in the long run. 
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This document includes information and commentary concerning financial markets that was developed at a particular point in time.  This information 
and commentary are subject to change at any time, without notice, and without update. This commentary may also include forward looking statements 
concerning anticipated results, circumstances, and expectations regarding future events.  Forward-looking statements require assumptions to be made 
and are, therefore, subject to inherent risks and uncertainties.  There is significant risk that predictions and other forward looking statements will not 
prove to be   accurate.  Investing involves risk.  Equity markets are volatile and will increase and decrease in response to economic, political, regulatory 
and other developments. The risks and potential rewards are usually greater for small companies and companies located in emerging markets.  Bond 
markets and fixed-income securities are sensitive to interest rate movements.   Inflation, credit and default risks are also associated with fixed income 
securities. Diversification may not protect against market risk and loss of principal may result. This commentary is provided for educational purposes 
only.  It is not offered as investment advice and does not account for individual investment objectives, risk tolerance, financial situation or the timing of 
any transaction in any specific security or asset class. Certain information contained in this document has been obtained from external parties which 
we believe to be reliable, however we cannot guarantee its accuracy. Guardian Capital Advisors LP provides private client investment services and is a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of Guardian Capital Group Limited, a publicly traded firm listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange.

Of course, this does not mean ignoring all risks in the marketplace but instead it is prudent to take a disciplined approach 
to managing risk exposures, starting with constructing a diversified and balanced portfolio that is able to generate positive 
returns in most market environments. Being tethered to guidelines embedded in a well-designed investment policy 
statement serves two very important purposes: 

• investors are less likely to succumb to the fear of missing out that exists in over-exuberant market environments   
 hat help inflate bubbles, and 
• encourages investors to stay the course and not bail out when market conditions become much more volatile. 

Roller coasters are often used as a metaphor for financial markets – the highs can be exhilarating, and the falls scary, 
especially when they are unexpected and quite sharp.  Ultimately those who stay on for the ride end up happy that they 
did, while only those that try and get off actually end up hurt. If you work with your advisor to ensure that a good track has 
been built and maintained, even those investors who lack the thrill-seeking gene can endure the trip. When the ride gets 
too intense, just remember to hold on tight, keep your arms and legs inside the cart at all times and stay seated until the 
ride comes to a complete stop.


